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OtherThis is a repaint for the Captain Sim C-130, you'll need the Captain Sim C-130 Base Pack to use
this repaint ( The Lockheed C-130 is used by the Royal New Zealand Air Force. Registration number

NZ7004. This livery matches perfect to Aerosoft's Antarctica X Addon. Thanks to Sascha Normann for
sending me all the great pictures of Antarctic airplanes. The texture is ACE compatible. Livery

created by Daniel Furnkas (Cheese-Strike Repaints). For more information visit: or my Facebook
Fanpage You will need a second file, called captain sim c 130, this file will have the exact same files
as the base pack has. I recommend you keep the files separate, as you might want to get more than
one file.  PLEASE READ THIS!Please take a look at the following agreement and please sign it: (Yes its
free, by signing this you accept the terms and conditions of this agreement) click here Once signed,
please click on the ' attachment ' to download the file as an 'attachment' so you dont loose any file
details file description:this is a repaint for the captain sim lc-130, you'll need the captain sim c-130

extra pack ii to use this repaint ( the lockheed lc-130 is used by the us navy (their nickname is
skyhook (521)). if you like this product, then you might like the other product that we have on the

site. its the fsx adas plugin (automotive airspace display) and its free for personal use. if you want to
see the fsx adas plugin in action check out this video.
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lockheed lc-130 is used by the us
air force (their nickname is big

stick (31341). this livery matches
perfect to aerosoft's antarctica x

addon. thanks to sascha normann
for sending me all the great

pictures of antarctic airplanes.
the texture is ace compatible.

livery created by daniel furnkas
(cheese-strike repaints). for more
information visit: or my facebook
fanpage file description:this is a

repaint for the captain sim lc-130,
you'll need the captain sim c-130
extra pack ii to use this repaint (

the lockheed lc-130 is used by the
german airforce (their nickname
is doctor fritz (4194). this livery
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matches perfect to aerosoft's
antarctica x addon. thanks to

sascha normann for sending me
all the great pictures of antarctic

airplanes. the texture is ace
compatible. livery created by
daniel furnkas (cheese-strike

repaints). for more information
visit: or my facebook fanpage file

description:this is a repaint for
the captain sim lc-130, you'll

need the captain sim c-130 extra
pack ii to use this repaint ( the

lockheed lc-130 is used by the us
navy (their nickname is seahawk
(859). this livery matches perfect
to aerosoft's antarctica x addon.

thanks to sascha normann for
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sending me all the great pictures
of antarctic airplanes. the texture
is ace compatible. livery created
by daniel furnkas (cheese-strike
repaints). for more information
visit: or my facebook fanpage
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